A Monte Carlo simulation of plasmid replication during the bacterial division cycle.
Plasmids have cell cycle replication patterns that need to be considered in models of their replication dynamics. To compare current theories for control of plasmid replication with experimental data for timing of plasmid replication with the cell cycle, a Monte Carlo simulation of plasmid replication and partition was developed. High-copy plasmid replication was simulated by incorporating equations previously developed from the known molecular biology of ColE1-type plasmids into the cell-cycle simulation. Two types of molecular mechanisms for low-copy plasmid replication were tested: accumulation of an initiator protein in proportion to cell mass and binding of the plasmid origin to the cell membrane. The low-copy plasmids were partitioned actively, with a specific mechanism to mediate the transfer from mother to daughter cells, whereas the high-copy plasmids were partitioned passively with cell mass.The simulation results and experimental data demonstrate cell-cycle-specific replication for the low-copy F plasmid and cell-cycle-independent replication for the high-copy pBR322, ColBM, and R6K plasmids. The simulation results indicate that synchronous replication at multiple plasmid origins is critical for the cell-cycle-specific pattern observed in rapidly growing cells. Variability in the synchrony of initiation of multiple plasmid origins give rise to a cell-cycle-independent pattern and is offered as a plausible explanation for the controversy surrounding the replication pattern of the low-copy plasmids. A comparison of experimental data and simulation results for the low-copy F plasmid at several growth rates indicates that either initiation mechanism would be sufficient to explain the timing of replication with the cell cycle. The simulation results also demonstrate that, although cell-cycle-specific and cell-cycle independent replication patterns give rise to very different gene-expression patterns during short induction periods in age-selected populations, long-term expression of genes encoded on low-copy and high-copy plasmids in exponentially growing cells have nearly the same patterns. These results may be important for the future use of low-copy plasmids as expression vectors and validate the use of simpler models for high-copy plasmids that do not consider cell-cycle phenomena. (c) 1996 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.